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Abstract 

A successful E-book market needs several members to work together including authors, publishers, online book stores, book 
distributors, reading device manufactures and so on. Although various participants have actively involved in Taiwan digital 
publishing, the sales of E-book is still less than 1% of total publishers  revenues in 2011. Compared with North America market 
share, Taiwan s E-book market share is not meaningful. As a matter of fact, Taiwan readers are facing a dilemma in which there 
is a lack of E-book title and no proper reading device available. This study examines the current status of Taiwan E-book market 
from the E-book supply chain members  points of view. We adopted an exploratory approach to provide different perspectives of 
these members through semi-structured interviews. This study result shows that government regulations, quality content, E-book 
titles availability, E-book price and reading device price are considered as most challenging factors facing Taiwan E-book 
publishing industry.  
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1. Introduction 

After thousands of years  of written text, the emergence of electronic book (E-book) rocks the book industry. 
Although E-books have existed for more than 20 years, publishers did not consider that E-book revenue will become 
meaningful until Amazon released the first version of Kindle in  2007. The Kindle makes  a  significant improvement 
on earlier models that failed. The init ial release sold out in only five and a half hours [1]. Besides being the most 
talked about e-reader device, the Kindle is probably the most visible in the general public  [2]. Since Amazon 
successfully integrates reading device (Kindle), content (E-books) and service (Amazon.com),  the new business 
model not only brings revenue growth to the company but also change people s reading behavior.  

 The sales of E-books have seen an extraordinary growth in the United States. On January 2011, Amazon 
announced that they had for the first time sold more Kindle e-books than paperback book, at a  rate of 115 electronic 
books for every 100 paperbacks [3]. The annual survey, known as BookStats , reported that E-books surpass 
hardcover books and paperbacks to become the dominant format for adult fiction in 201 1 [4]. Over all, p
net revenue from sales of e -books more than doubled in 2011, reaching $2.07 billion, up from $869 million in 2010. 
E- . 
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Compared with the explosive E-book sales in the United States, Taiwan E-book market is not optimistic and has 
not seen massive growth over the past few years. According to a survey (sample size of 4012) conducted in the latter 
year of 2011 by the Institute for Information Industry FIND (Taiwan), only 3.5% of respondents paid for E-books 
and 15.8% of respondents had E-book reading experience with free E-books. In sum, a total of 19.3 % of 
respondents had E-book reading experience [5]. From the viewpoint of E-book sales,  a report from WIRED.tw 
showed that the E-book sales data of Cite Publishing Limited as the biggest publisher in  Taiwan comprises only 2% 
of its total revenue [6]. As this report pointed out, Current E-book sale is relat ive small but still ranked as the top 
sales within the Taiwan digital publishing industry,  said with a deep sigh the CEO of the Cite Publishing Limited. 
As a matter of fact, Taiwan book industry releases over 40,000 paper books every year in  the last decade. However, 
the accumulative number of E-book today is only around 50,000 [7]. The number in comparison with Amazon s 
Kindle E-books currently over 1,350,000 is comparatively small.  

The E-book industry development involves author s authorizat ion, publisher s agreement, E-book format, dig ital 
right management (DRM), pricing, transaction service platform, reading device and program. Based on E-book 
publishing process, these factors can be classified into one of following three elements: content provider, service 
platform, and reading device (see Fig.1). At the end, customers use a reading device to download E-books from 
service platform and read them with reading software. These three elements are considered as radical components of 
forming a successful E-book industry [7]. 

 

Fig. 1. E-book publishing process 

Throughout the years, considerable researches focus on E-book related issues. However, the term E-book is used 
ambiguously by different studies. Armstrong [8] defines an E-book as any content that is recognizable book-
like   regard less of size, origin or composition, but excluding serial publications, made available electronically for 
reference or reading on any device (handheld or desk-bound) that includes a screen . Vassiliou and Rowley [9] 
reviewed all current defin itions of E-book and identify the common concepts including digital/electronic, content, 
book analogy, technologies, accessibility/delivery, and use features . In this study we refer to E-book as  dig ital 
content and limit the discussion to so-called trade E-books. Trade E-books are intended for the sale to the general 
public through a ordinary book dealer, as  distinguished from educational, professional, and scholarly E-books. The 
most common genres for trade E-books are fiction, general interest non-fiction, and children literature [10]. 

To date, much of the current literature has focused on E-book reading within an active context  reading by 
knowledge workers or students. There is comparatively  little  work available that focuses on the trade E-books 
market  for people s leisure reading. This study examines the current status of Taiwan  E-book market from the E-
book supply chain members  points of view. We adopted an exploratory approach to exp lore the hurdles impeding 
Taiwan s E-book progress and provide different perspectives of content provider, service p latform, and read ing 
device with semi-structured interviews.  

2. An Overview of Taiwan E-book Industry 

2.1. Content provider 

The success of Amazon s Kindle is not simply  because of its innovative technology but its abundant digital 
content provided by Amazon.com. The fourth quarter report of Taiwan  digital reading behavior of year 2012 shows 
that E-book reader s satisfaction score has been dropped from 21.8% to 16.5% and the lack of E-book t itle  
availability is considered as the most crit ical reason [11]. To  address this issue, Taiwan Digital Publishing Forum 
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(TDPF) investigated the number of E-books available out of the top 100 books of the biggest online book store 
(books.com.tw) in Taiwan [12]. The report shows that only 15 of them can be found in major E-book stores and 4 of 
them are t rail version. There are several factors which  cause not enough titles availab le in  E-book format  to support 
a reasonable selection for Taiwan readers today. 

First, E-book publishing compensations are under local authors  expectation. There are the two components of 
author compensation for tradit ional print  book publishing: advances and royalties. Advances can range from $1,000 
for a first-time author up into the millions. Royalties are paid o ff o f actual book sales against the advance, usually on 
an escalating scale  for example, 15% for the first 20,000 copies sold in hardcover and 20% thereafter [13]. In  
recent years, E-books are becoming a significant distribution channel for American publishers and authors. The end 
result of no physical inventory and transportation cost equals greater returns for publishers and authors, which  in  
turn, also leads to lower prices for readers [14]. In consequence, book revenues and profits are not likely  to be what 
they have been used to. There are various splits in  place  between individual publishers and Amazon, but a common 
one is 60% to the publisher, 40% to Amazon. Not everything has to be done through a conventional publisher of 
course. Authors may want to retain their e-book rights and act as their own publisher. To encourage authors become 
digital content providers, Amazon.com and Apple iBook store even offer a maximum 70% of royalties from the sale 
of self-publishing E-books.   

Currently, Taiwan E-book market  is in awkward position. Over all, the revenue from digital publishing is less 
than 1% of all publishers  total revenues in 2011. Facing the era of digital publishing, local authors are tempted to 
have such luring self-publishing royalties of 70% of E-book sales in  comparison with 10~15% of printed book sales. 
However, some local authors aware the royalties of E-book sales are not significant enough to provoke their 
interests for contracting a digital right with publishers. According to the interviews which were conducted by 
Taiwan Digital Publishing Forum (TDPF) with 20 local authors, one of these authors claimed that the royalties he 
received from E-book sales is less than 1% of print book royalt ies since he has granted publisher the digital right 
[12]. Although most authors take positive attitude toward authorization of digital right, they still more concern about 
the royalty income in reality than the piracy issue. From the self-publishing perspective, most authors  do not 
consider act as their own publisher [12], which means you would convert your work into the e-pub file format, for 
example, then deal d irectly with online sellers to make it available for sale. Part o f the reason for this may be 
concern over the visibility of their works and how to market and draw attention to it  when there are tens of 
thousands of other titles on the same website. 

Second, foreign publishers hesitate to authorize local publishers to sell translated E-books. New release books 
have been recognized as the biggest revenue share of publishing industry in Taiwan. Typically, translated books 
have the absolute advantage over new release books in Taiwan book market. For instance, 54% of the top 100 books 
of the books.com.tw in 2011 are translated books of American and European fictions [12]. Among these top 
translated books, 3 books have digital content availab le. That is to say, only 5.5% of top translated books are 
authorized from foreign publishers to have digital version in Taiwan. Most publishers separate the publishing 
agreement into digital and print book when they negotiate with local publishers . For decades, Taiwan publishers are 
mostly authorized to publish translated print book in Hong Kong and Taiwan . In  actuality, foreign publishers are 
very conservative regarding the digital publishing agreements in Taiwan book market which results in limited 
translated E-book category and title availability. According to the interviews with local publishers, several foreign 
publishers concern that Taiwan E-book market  revenues are still minor and dig ital publishing makes piracy  more 
possible. Moreover, many of them look forward the emergence new powerful d istribution channel such as Amazon 
or Apple s iBook store because the business scale of existing E-book online stores are relatively small.  

Third, local publishers are conservative in publishing E-book. According to the 2010 Taiwan Publisher Survey , 
37.5% of domestic publishers have published E-book before [15]. Another survey which is conducted at the end of 
year 2012 also shows that 37% of domestic publishers have E-books published; namely, 63% of them do not publish 
E-book. Moreover, 90% of publishers who do not have E-book publishing don t plan to publish E-book in the near 
future [12]. These two reports confirm that the numbers of publishers who have devoted to E-book publishing still 
remain  the same within these two years. There are two concerns that impede domestic publishers to publish E-books. 
One concern is from the capability of dig ital publishing. For most small and medium size domestic publishers , they 
can t accomplish digit ization process by their own employees  and nor can they afford to hire additional dig ital 
publishing technician [12]. If they have any digital publishing problem, they have to ask for assistance from 
outsourcing suppliers who are specialized in digitization process.  
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Another concern is from d igital agreement contract. Domestic publishers worry that their E-book will become a 
free gift to the online book stores once they sign the digital agreement with those online retailers and the 5-year 
contract with authors expired. A book dig itization process cost publisher s money and time to complete the work but 
there is no dedicated E-book copyright protection law existed in Taiwan [16]. As a matter of fact, a d igitizat ion 
process is not simply a file  transformat ion but also include other value added jobs, such as topic selection, 
communicat ion with authors, book reviewer s comments, reader s preference, book tit le selection, marketing and etc. 
In the past, those value added processes can be secured under the print book publishing  as a intelligence property of 
publishers. However, many domestic publishers still concern E-book publishing can provide same protection as 
traditional publishing. 

Piracy is certain ly one of the biggest challenges that the publishing industry faces  in this digital age [17]. After 
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire was released within twenty-four hours, there was a free, pirated version available 
on the Internet [17]. Publishers are afraid to publish their books electronically due to the potentials for book piracy 
and unlimited sharing or copying of electronic books . Many companies are developing methods  for the DRM of 
eBooks on their device [18]. DRM protects the digital content with access control technologies  which create 
restrictions to limit  copying, printing, and sharing of electronic books [19]. While DRM proves to be a good and 
necessary thing for publishers, we should note that it also causes a set of problems for users of e-readers [20]. The 
most key issue is that the use of DRM on books being sold means that only  approved devices can access said 
books  [20]. 

2.2. Service platform 

A service platform provides online E-book retailing to general public. According to the TDPF s 2012 report, 
Taiwan  E-book retailing stores can be generally classified into 5 different operators: telecommunications 
corporation, independent E-book producer, reading device manufacturer, publisher and book distributor. Table 1 
lists the advantages and representative e-book stores of each operator [12]. Among these E-book stores, PUBU 
(www.pubu.com.tw) is the b iggest C2C transaction platform for providing self-publishing service in 3 easy steps to 
encourage author s creative writ ing, as well as potentially g reater remunerat ion to the author. The store breaks the 
boundary between readers and authors  to form an  E-book content community platform. Meanwhile, it  is noteworthy 
that the biggest online book store (books.com.tw) is not listed in Table 1.  Part of the reason for this  may be concern 
the E-book market is still not meaningful. 

Table 1. Online E-book stores in Taiwan 

E-book store operators Advantages Representative E-book stores 

Telecommunications corporation Abundant capital, extensive memberships www.hamibook.com.tw, 
www.ebooktown.com.tw, mybook.catch.net.tw 

Independent E-book producer Master techniques, flexible and adaptable 
strategy in response to market variations 

tw.magv.com, www.pubu.com.tw, 
www.hyread.com.tw, tw.zinio.com  

Reading device manufacturer Know well heavy reader customers www.ezread.com.tw 

General publisher Possess self-authorized digital content, 
familiar with publishing process and 
marketing 

www.cite.com.tw/ereadingnow, 
reading.udn.com, www.ebook.com.tw 

Book distributor Negotiation experience between publishers 
and readers, brand image 

www.sanmin.com.tw, www.taaze.tw, 
www.airitibooks.com 

 
Since operators introduce different type of E-book online stores to target their customers, E-book readers are 

frustrated in searching and buying E-books from various service platforms. Readers list the following suggestions 
[12] for having better read ing experience in the future. First, a  dominant E-book online store emerged to cover most 
available E-book t itles and simply order process. Second, the different E-book fo rmat provided by various service 
platforms is another issue that causes readers  inconvenience. A uniform E-book format is required when readers 
buy E-books from d ifferent platforms. Third, E-book s price is too high in general. A reasonable price is one of most 
important factors that attract more readers to select E-book instead of print book. Lastly, E-book online stores need 
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to make more tit les available to the readers. Currently, the number of book t itles and categories for readers to select 
is limited.  

2.3. Reading device 

E-book reading devices include personal desktop computers, laptop computers , smart phone, tablet, and E-ink 
readers. User selects different screen size devices to read d igital content based on individual preference and context. 
For publishers, E-book publishing has to take prevalent reading devices into consideration for a better chance to 
make profit. During the early year of E-book emergence, personal desktop computers  and laptop computers are the 
most popular device to find and open electronic books, from the Internet for example, and with different  software 
available almost any types of electronic books can be opened. However the bright compute r screen is far from ideal 
for reading large amounts of texts and computers certainly are not very portable for leisure reading. 

Current-generation smart phones are very portable as many carry a smart phone most of the time. They can also 
perform plenty of other tasks including reading dig ital content. However, the most serious problem in reading is the 
small screen sizes, with most smart phone screen being approximately  3-4 inches, which can only fit a  small amount 
of text  at a  time  [21]. Other problems  are the backlight, refreshing screen similar to computers  and tablet computers 
and short battery lives. Accordingly, s mart phone does not act as key read ing device of d igital publishing. As the 
smart phone has rapidly grown in popularity, more and more people use smart phone to read digital content while 
they have a short period of free time, such as taking bus or metro system.  Despite this, E-book presentation on 
smart phone screen is limited to pocket-size content, such as flash fiction or comic, in return for a comfortable 
reading. As the 5-inch smart phone introduced in 2012, such as HTC Butterfly, Samsung Galaxy Note or Sharp  
SH930W, readers actually adapting to reading on their smart phones  are expected to be increased. There are 
definitely d ifferent reading patterns and behaviors . The publishers have to know their readers and know what they 
do and do not want to consume on these devices. They will have to be thinking about how they design their content 
to fit those patterns or behaviors  [22]. 

E-ink readers are specifically  designed for electronic book reading and have been around for several years but 
gained critical mass in late 2007, when Amazon introduced the Kindle. The E-ink d isplay technology does not use 
any sort of backlight and the screen only refreshes once a page is turned. This makes the screen very easy on the 
eyes and the pages of the electronic books look very similar to those of printed books. The screen also produces no 
glare, even in  direct sunlight or  other illuminated spots [23]. Another advantage of E-ink reader is its low-power 
consumption, meaning that the device needs only to be charged approximately once per month . Other advantages 
include affo rdable price, light weight and easy to carry. Most E-ink reader screens are 6 inches wide, which is 
thought to be ideal for read ing and portability. Following the success of E-ink reader in North America market, 
Taiwan E-ink manufactures introduced several dedicated reading devices such as JinYoung, Eee Note, GreenBook 
and iRex readers between 2009 and 2010. Unfortunately, none of these readers is successful in market share because 
the key success factor of E-book reader is not the device itself but the E-book title availab ility. To date, there is no 
such crossing publishing business company (like Amazon.com) existed in Taiwan, which can integrate content, 
hardware, service and sales.    

Compared with dedicated E-book reader, Tablets  can perform many other tasks in  addition to read ing, such as 
web surfing, audio and v ideo playback, email, games, calendar and so on. Since the Apple iPad  started the first sale 
in April 2010, it always attracts media s attention and makes a big consumer impression in each country. It being 
currently the most popular tablet device in the world, over 100 million sold by October 2012 [24]. From a read ing 
perspective, iPad (9.7-inch) screen is the best full-size reading tablet which provides greater reading area. In order to 
offer its current e-reader users an option that keeps them from shifting to the iPad, Amazon (2011) rolled  out its 
Kindle Fire, the first Kindle designed as a full media device. Although there are several drawbacks of tablet  such as 
backlight and short battery lasting, tablets gain on dedicated e-reader after a long-running debate. According to the 
BISG's Consumer Attitudes toward E-Book Read ing report [25], E-book consumers are decidedly  shifting to mult i-
function tablets and away from dedicated e-readers. This survey shows that tablets have risen by about 25 percent 
over the past year as the first choice for respondents' e-reading device, while dedicated e-readers have fallen by the 
same amount. 

Device ownership is an important factor in predicting the future. TDPF [26] conducted a device ownership 
survey of 3,209 E-book readers in 2012. Fig. 2(a) shows that only 5.5% of respondents own E-ink readers and  
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47.6% of respondents own tablets. To fu rther investigate what device is the most used for reading, Fig. 2(b) shows
tablet is the most popular device for E-book reading and PC is ranked as the second order. It is worth to note that 
smart phone is ranked as the third order . Equally, 23.4% of respondents frequently use smart phone as reading 
device which is very different to North American E-book reading habit but similar to Japanese readers. The reason 
behind it can be the taking mass transportation system as the part of life for most Asian readers. 

Fig. 2. (a) E-book reading device ownership; (b) Most used device for reading

3. Interviews with E-EE book Industry II Members

In order to explore the hurdles impeding Taiwan s E-book progress, this study conducted semi-structured
interviews with d ifferent E-EE book members in  2012. We selected three members from each of our targeted E-EE book
industry sectors: content provider, service platform and reading device. The participants were chose from the 
member list of Taiwan digital publishing forum, E-book stores and reading device suppliers according to business 
scale and availability. To focus an interview on this study s topics, three different interview ii guides and
questionnaires were prepared for each E-book industry sector. During the interview session, a participant was asked
to fill out the questionnaires first and a semi-structured interview was followed. The questionnaire items are
organized according to the literature reviews and classified into one of three E-book industry sectors. These items
measure the importance of E-book market success factor using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (least important)
to 5 (most important). A semi-structured interview attempts to further exp lore the reason for g iving different weight 
of each measure item and any other important factors which are missed on the list. In the following section, we 
summarize the survey and interview results.

From the content provider s perspective, ii we selected three publishers as interviewees for investigating the factors
which impacting E-book market growth. Based on the survey result, two factors out of 13 are ranked as same weight 
as the most important factors. One is the government regulation of E-EE book authorization between publishers and 
transaction service platforms. Today, there is no exclusive regulat ion for protect publishers E-book royalt ies.
Current regulat ion confuses the distinctive between the service platform and digital content scope. Hence, some 
publishers are still conservative in digital publishing. Another factor is the digital content quality. Many of existing
available E-book t itles are free-downloading without any copyright issue. These free E-books are mostly classical 
literatures and over hundred years old works. Publishers need more E-book tit les which are popular in  print book
market. The th ird important factor is the author s attitude toward dig ital publishing. Although some authors concern 
the piracy issue after the dig ital publishing granted, many of them more concern about the royalty which  will be 
realized in respect to current relatively small market share.

From a service p latform standpoint, three E-book online store operators are selected as interviewees. One is the 
biggest telecommunication corporation in Taiwan and another two are the top three E-book sales online stores. The 
survey result shows that selling E-book at lower price is considered as the first important factor out of 13 to attain 
more sales. Currently, E-book is selling at  50%~70% of paper book price; however, readers are very sensitive to 
book price and consider a lower p rice (50%) as essential to  adopt digital reading. Another two important factors are
providing various operating systems to support different read ing devices and providing cloud E-book storage
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solution. As technology advances, new reading devices and updated operating system are introduced continuously 
after a period of time. Service platform are trying to response these changes and but it takes time and money to make 
sure that E-books are fit well on each new device and operating system. 

From the reading device supply chain members  v iewpoints, we selected one device software supplier and two 
device direct sales managers as our interviewees. Based on the survey result, reading device price is ranked as the 
most important factor when users consider joining E-book reading. Although the local E-ink readers are selling 
around $100 in Taiwan market, which  is considered as reasonable price, but the E-book titles are not adequate to 
attract reader s attention. Moreover, Taiwanese users are less interested in the single function (reading) device with 
black and white screen. Another popular reading device Tablet  is selling around $500 in general, which is too 
expensive for digital reading. Once there is a affordable tablet available in market, more users will like to enjoy 
reading E-book. According In  addition to price issue, there are three factors which are ranked as  same weight as the 
second order. The three factors are long battery lasting, supporting different E-book format and Wi-Fi accessibility.  

4. Conclusion 

A successful E-book market depends on the integration between content providers, service platform and reading 
device. Currently, a p lentifu l E-book t itles availability  is the most critical issue that needs to be overcome. To  
address on this issue, more publishers need to be involved in digital publishing but technician availability and copy 
right subjects have to be solved first. Another solution to raise E-book tit les is the grants of digital right from authors 
by providing a guaranteed royalty or sales contract. Regarding the translation E-books, most foreign publishers are 
conservative in authorizing publication in Taiwan. Many in fluential foreign publishers have contracted with 
Amazon book store or Apple s iBook in  U.S. market. The publishers concern these two giant online bookstores will 
open Taiwan market soon or later; therefore, they prefer to hold until a powerful E-book online store emerged. E-
book price is another important factor for user to adopt E-book. Readers expect the p rice should be lower than 50% 
of regular print book price. It is noteworthy that readers also consider paying a fixed amount for reading a number of 
E-books within a month from service p latform is a good plan to enhance reader s interesting in E-book reading. 
Lastly, the read ing device is too expensive and the most acceptable reading device price is less than $200 (FIND, 
2011).  

This study explores the challenges of E-book publishing industry from supply chain member  viewpoints. A 
number of important factors are discovered based on literature reviews and semi-structured interviews with E-book 
supply chain members. To compare this study s findings with consumer s viewpoints, we expect a user survey in the 
future to discover the key success factors of accepting E-book reading.  
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